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An eclectic bastardization of funk, rock, hip-hop, metal, and jazz with a twist of sarcasm and an overall

reference to the joys of sodomy. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Funk Rock, METAL: Rapcore Details: BDAB is a

funk-based musical conglomeration blending in elements of hip-hop, rock, jazz, and other combinations to

craft a unique party-core sound. With an arsenal of over 25 original songs and a nearly unlimited number

of cover songs, BDAB has the versatility to play to any crowd, at any club, for any occasion. In addition to

two independently-released albums, BDAB has played hundreds of shows since their inception in 2001.

Here are the members: Steven Foster: Lyrical antics, ivory twinklings, booking, small talk, Guiness

consumption Steve comes from a mostly hip-hop background, having grown up in the inner city of Detroit.

At a young age, he displayed an affinity for music and as he grew older he learned to be at peace with his

inner demons. Steve is very close friends with Kid Rock's old hair stylist, he knows Uncle Kracker's

brother, and he dropped out of the same school that Eminem did. Steve's other main influences include

Ween, Biff Rose, and "breathing". Don "Balloon" Knots: Gee tar, pedal-phile, melodic initiations Born

literally with a guitar in hand, Donny is the son of the famous Don Benson who toured with many popular

Motown acts from the late sixties and early seventies. While learning straight blues riffs from his father,

Donny has incorporated modern metal riffs with phat funk jams to create a style all his own. Don Benson

Sr. has been known to show up at random BDAB events to "show the kids how to get down". Jeff Wilton:

Bottom end, sonant accompaniment, hypertext manipulation Jeff's personal history is unknown. It is

believed that he is either the bastard son of Bootsy and Joan Collins, or part of the same alien species as

Michael Jackson. Even though the truth may or may not be out there, one thing is certain: Jeff be one

funky little white boy. While infusing the BDAB sound with a solid thumping bass line or dazzling the

crowd with his "flying fingers o' frenzy", Jeff manages to keep it all together. Paul Kluza: Skin basher,
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metronomic sustainer, heroic bongoics Paul is the newest addition to BDAB. With roots reaching back to

Curtis Mayfield, Tower of Power, and Chaka Khan, Paul solidifies the sound of BDAB with a huge array of

percussive beats. His experience in punk-rock bands allows Paul to blend in unique mixtures of speed,

versatility, power, and rhythm. Paul is also a huge Simpsons fan and a member of the Monkeys for the

Intervention of Liberty Foundation (MILF). BDAB - Leaders of the Detroit Nu-Funk Revolution P.O. Box

3897 Center Line, MI 48015 b-dab.com Call Steve @ 586.764.7607 for small talk
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